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A Few Business-related 
Activities
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Conference Strategy

Develop and implement 
an IEEE Conference 
strategy, including 
protection of quality of 
IEEE publications 



Digital Publishing Initiatives

Develop and approve a plan to ensure that IEEE is 
at the forefront of digital publishing technology 



Develop collaborative 
strategic alliances with 
other associations and 
publishers, including:
–Exploration of new joint 

membership agreements
– Incorporation of new 

publications in Xplore®
–Maximizing impact of 

current search & 
distribution platform

Strategic Alliances



IEEE Priorities
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…and Robots!
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IEEE Priorities 
endorsed by the IEEE BoD 17 Feb 2013

Anticipate disruptions (technology, social, etc.) affecting our 
operations

Provide an agile forum for discussion, development and 
(sustainable) implementation of emerging technologies

Create nimble, flexible, disband-able IEEE communities 
– allowing individuals from around the world to share, collaborate, 

network, debate and engage with one another

Leverage IEEE's technology-related insight to provide 
governments, NGOs, and other organizations with 
innovative, practical recommendations to address public 
policy issues
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Anticipate disruptions that
can affect operations

The “lily pads” analogy.

Moore’s Law (doubling of transistors/unit area and 
halving of power every 18 months) drives 
computing technology.
–…and has been doing so for over 50 years

Google founded in 1998.  Xplore® was started at 
about the same time.

Today: IEEE is not the leader in search.  

But… IEEE has not lost the lead in quality and the 
power of convening.
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Provide an agile forum for discussion, 
development and sustainable implementation 

of emerging technologies

sus
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Smart Grid

Transportation Electrification

Cloud Computing 

The Life Sciences 
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Create nimble and flexible technical 
communities 
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Problems?…
…or Possibilities?



Considerations As We Move 
Forward…

…technology drivers, trends, examples, risks

…many risks are in the energy space, which needs our 
attention

...the stewardship of effort in the energy space—and 
others—will impact coming generations

IEEE’s vision/mission is:
– Advancing technology to benefit humanity

– Remaining relevant as we do so
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Trends That Impact Our Priorities:
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Publishing
– Open Access: changing from threat to reality

– Data  & Information mining

– Cloud Computing & Big Data

• Education
– MOOCs disrupting conventional classroom

Membership Model
– Social media/dynamic networks

Standards  development
– Migrating from politically-driven to global business/technology–driven

What are the implications?



Scenarios, Boundary Conditions, 
and Choices
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Scenarios about Content
– Content will be interactive 

– Content will be free 

– Content will be available in all
appropriate user interfaces

– Content distribution platforms 
will be owned by others

Boundary conditions: 
– all scenarios are moving targets 

Strategic Choices:  
– Make/Buy 

– Radical Partnerships

What 
about peer 

review?



Moving forward (Priorities)
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Define direction (goals) for future 

Take actions that move towards goals

Follow/encourage other activities within IEEE that have 
strategic purpose/value

Develop/refine approach, continue process

How about R9?



R9:
Discovery, Dream, Design, Deliver

Emergence of R9 as a powerhouse has already begun; 
rise of Brazil, Colombia as robust, growing economies and 
science/technology hubs

Businesses in R9 will increasingly seek collaboration with 
educational bodies to produce highly-educated business-
ready talent

Global challenges and rapid technological change will require 
engineers to continually enhance and expand their 
knowledge base and skills

A global R9 will be a sought-after business partner and 
critical to IEEE
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Priorities 
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The line between Business and 
Mission is blurring
– Staff and volunteer collaboration 

key to success

Process
– Discovery, Dream, Design stages 

complete. Next: Delivery

R9: Chart a similar course?

Key to Process Success:  Build 
on our strengths. Appreciative 

Inquiry
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Together, we engineer
a brighter future. 



Questions or Comments?
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